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By Compliance


PCI DSS


ISO 27001


HIPAA


GDPR


NIST CSF



By Industry


> Retail
Keep your defenses strong, your customers’ information secure, and your digital doors wide open for business.


> Construction
Build the strongest safeguards against today’s sophisticated cyberthreats.


> Mass Media
Fully protect your mass media company from the massive increase in cyberattacks.


> Healthcare
Protect sensitive patient healthcare information from costly data breaches.


> Manufacturing
Assess and strengthen your manufacturing company's cybersecurity posture.


> Financial
Stay ahead of advanced threats with a holistic approach to financial cybersecurity.


> Hospitality
Keep your guests and your brand safe and secure from cyberattacks targeting hospitality POS systems and booking platforms.









Managed Networking & Cybersecurity Services
at a Glance
 


HIFENCE delivers cybersecurity and networking services that make your company safer and more secure. That’s all we do, so you can concentrate on all the things that you do best. While knowing that HIFENCE has your back.
Managed IT Services >
Schedule a Call >



Managed IT Security


Managed Detection and Response (MDR)
24x7 visibility, detection and response across all infrastructure


Managed Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)
Comprehensive endpoint visibility and response to threats


Managed SIEM Services
Centralized data visibility and alerting


Managed Network Services
Expert management of network devices


Managed Firewall Services
Complete, day-to-day management and monitoring of firewall operations


Vulnerability Management
Powerful vulnerability monitoring and detection



Cybersecurity & Networking


Architecture Services
Custom-tailored and compliant architecture


Consulting & Professional Services
Open-ended consultancy


Penetration Testing
Real-world attack simulations on systems










Cybersecurity and

Networking for Finance


A holistic approach to financial cybersecurity

provides total protection against today’s most

sophisticated cybercriminals







To stay competitive, today’s financial institutions must navigate a host of challenges, from the growth of FinTechs, to keeping up with regulations, retaining customers, incorporating needed innovation into a large organization, and more. At the same time, they need to keep the institution’s infrastructure safe and secure from attacks by highly adept cybercriminals who know that a successful data breach can yield them millions.
Avoiding data breaches ranks as a high priority among financial institutions — a major breach can not only cause financial damage, but also undermine the institution’s reputation. And the cost of the loss of trust in this industry can be incalculable. We can help protect your system — as well as your reputation — from falling victim to data breaches by assessing and strengthening your entire cybersecurity posture, while also implementing technical solutions that fully align with your organizational goals.





How We Can Help











Clearly see your security posture and reduce your network’s vulnerability to attacks
 
Because financial institutions have more of what cybercriminals want most — access to valuable financial data — they have become a primary target of today’s most sophisticated cyberattacks. So along with having to deal with the pressures from shareholders’ expectations, sudden capital and liquidity shifts, and the continual need to acquire and retain customers, financial institutions need to fully protect their assets from relentless cybercriminals.
We mitigate dangers to your network by exposing weaknesses, and providing remedies, through our penetration testing, vulnerability management and threat detection services. We also provide configuration hardening, patch management and other solutions to attacks on your network.

During penetration testing, our experienced security experts relentlessly seek to exploit system vulnerabilities and enter your network. Then our white hats go back on to help you shore up exposed weaknesses.




The most effective response, no matter the incident
 
Because financial institutions have the most valuable commodity of all, it is particularly susceptible to breaches and cyberattacks such as ransomware, phishing, and other avenues of attack. We protect against these advanced threats with continuous real-time monitoring capabilities, coupled with the most effective ways to respond.
Additionally, most financial institutions have employees in multiple branches and offices, which could be located anywhere on the globe. But wherever your employees are based, your team will be as safe as if they were working right down the hall. And no matter what the incident, you’ll deliver the most effective response to protect your assets, and your reputation. In short, your best endpoint protection begins with HIFENCE.


















Develop customized, compliant Cybersecurity and Networking Architecture for your financial institution
 
In today’s financial marketplace, where changing technology to satisfy the needs of customers plays such an important role, how do you achieve operational resilience and also remain safe and secure?
HIFENCE advises you, step by step, on creating a customized architecture for your unique environment and specific business goals. We develop flexible, scalable and cost-effective roadmaps for improving your security posture and keeping your network, your staff and your assets safe.





What Will
You Get






24/7 Monitoring
HIFENCE’S 24/7 scrutiny of your infrastructure protects your financial institution from sophisticated threats with continuous real-time monitoring capabilities, coupled with the most effective ways to respond. So you can sleep well at night knowing we’re at the job, safeguarding your financial assets.




Your Roadmap to Success 
The Architecture Framework that best serves your company’s specific Cybersecurity and Networking needs is one built around policies, standards and overall capabilities. We will deliver a detailed roadmap showing how HIFENCE cybersecurity architecture will strengthen your cybersecurity posture and help you achieve your business goals.





A Trusted Partner 
With HIFENCE, you’ll have a team of experienced and trusted Cybersecurity and Networking experts to protect your financial data, as well as your organization’s other critical assets.




A Holistic Approach
We will develop a holistic Cybersecurity strategy to ensure that your bank’s confidentiality, continuity and integrity are protected. Your company will also be more secure from other threats the financial industry faces, such as ransomware and data breaches.






Financial
Services





Managed Detection and Response (MDR)
Detects threats to your systems and applications, and conducts forensics so your response will be fast and highly effective. Find out more



Managed Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)
No matter where in the world your staff is located, they will be protected from virtually all forms of cyberattacks as if they were working right down the hall from you. Find out more




Managed SIEM
Collects all relevant infrastructure data so you can make the fastest, smartest decisions. Find out more



Managed Firewall
Your most basic, vital data breach protection, all backed by our expert management of its entire operation. Find out more




Vulnerability Management
Provides insights on how websites and applications perform, from a cybersecurity perspective. Find out more



Penetration Testing
HIFENCE professionals act like hackers to expose weaknesses in your system and application, and provide solutions to fix them. Find out more




Architecture Services
Advises financial institutions on developing customized, compliant Architecture for both Cybersecurity and Networking. Find out more



Consulting & Professional Services
Expert advice from professionals with decades of experience in network infrastructure and cybersecurity for financial institutions. Find out more






Schedule your FREE Consultation
 
We’ll conduct a quick overview of your institution’s cybersecurity posture and discuss actionable roadmaps for achieving the highest level of protection from data breaches and cyberattacks.
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1216 Broadway
Floor 2
New York, NY 10001
+1 (332) 241-6493
contact@hifence.com
 









Where we offer Local IT Support

IT Support New York
IT Support Manhattan
IT Support Brooklyn
IT Support Bronx
IT Support Staten Island
IT Support Jersey City
IT Support Queens



Local IT Consulting Services

IT Consulting New York
IT Consulting Manhattan
IT Consulting Brooklyn
IT Consulting Bronx
IT Consulting Staten Island
IT Consulting Jersey City
IT Consulting Queens
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